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Abstract

Proteins that form part of the chloroplast proteome can be identified by computational prediction of the N-terminal presequences

(chloroplast transit peptides, cTPs) of their cytoplasmic precursor proteins. The accuracy of four different cTP predictors has been evaluated

on a test set of 4500 proteins whose subcellular localization is known, and was found to be substantially lower than previously reported. A

combination of cTP prediction programs was superior to any one of the predictors alone. This combination was employed to estimate the size

and composition of the chloroplast proteomes of Arabidopsis and rice, and about 2,100 (Arabidopsis thaliana) and 4800 (Oryza sativa)

different chloroplast proteins with a cTP are predicted to be encoded by their nuclear genomes. A subset of around 900 chloroplast proteins,

predominantly derived from the cyanobacterial endosymbiont and with functions mostly related to metabolism, energy and transcription, is

shared by the two species. This points to the existence of both conserved nucleus-encoded chloroplast proteins that are predominantly of

prokaryotic origin, and a large fraction of taxon-specific chloroplast-targeted proteins, in flowering plants.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The chloroplast is descended from an originally free-

living cyanobacterium and has retained a genome of its

own. However, most genes of cyanobacterial origin have

been transferred to the cell nucleus during the evolutionary

transformation of the endosymbiont into a specialized

organelle (Martin et al., 2002). At present, the vast majority

of chloroplast proteins are encoded by the nuclear genome,

synthesized in the cytosol, and post-translationally targeted

to the chloroplast via the Tic/Toc translocation machinery
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(Jarvis and Soll, 2001). With the exception of relatively few

proteins, such as those localized in the outer chloroplast

envelope, protein sorting to chloroplasts depends on the

presence of a specific, cleavable N-terminal presequence,

the chloroplast transit peptide (cTP) (Bruce, 2000).

Relatively small sub-proteomes of the chloroplast have

been experimentally identified (Kieselbach et al., 1998;

Nakabayashi et al., 1999; Peltier et al., 2000; Ferro et al.,

2002; Gomez et al., 2002; Peltier et al., 2002; Schubert et

al., 2002; Balmer et al., 2003; Ferro et al., 2003; Schleiff

et al., 2003), but a saturating organelle-wide proteomic

screen has not yet been performed. Thus, large-scale

detection of chloroplast proteins can be attempted only

in silico. However, computational prediction of cTPs is

hampered by the fact that N-terminal transit peptides are

also used for targeting proteins to the mitochondrion (by

mitochondrial transit peptides, mTPs) or to the secretory

pathway (by secretory pathway signal peptides, SPs). In

addition, cTPs are highly divergent in length, composition
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and organization (Bruce, 2000). Furthermore, their second-

ary structure is not well characterized, and the degree of

sequence conservation observed around the site cleaved by

the stromal processing peptidase is quite low (Gavel and

von Heijne, 1990; Emanuelsson et al., 1999). Previous

approaches to the prediction of cTPs have employed the

expert systems PSORT (Nakai and Kanehisa, 1992; Nakai

and Horton, 1999) and iPSORT (Bannai et al., 2002),

neural networks (ChloroP: Emanuelsson et al., 1999;

TargetP: Emanuelsson et al., 2000; and Predotar: http://

www.inra.fr/predotar/) or principal component analysis

(PCLR: Schein et al., 2001), but more sophisticated

systems should improve the accuracy of cTP prediction.

In this paper, the accuracy of the four algorithms most

widely used for the detection of cTPs has been re-evaluated,

based on a large test set of proteins of known subcellular

location. The reliability of predictions improves when

combinations of these predictors are employed, permitting

a more realistic estimate of the size and composition of the

chloroplast proteomes of Arabidopsis thaliana and rice.

Comparative analyses indicate that, although a core set of

chloroplast proteins has been maintained whose members

are predominantly derived from cyanobacteria, substantial

divergence of chloroplast proteomes has occurred during the

evolution of flowering plants.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Protein sequences used

A non-redundant set of 26,445 nucleus-encoded amino

acid sequences from A. thaliana (ecotype Columbia 0) was

retrieved from MIPS (ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/cress/arabiprot/).

Rice protein sequences (O. sativa, subspecies japonica,

cultivar: Nipponbare) were obtained from TIGR (ftp://ftp.

tigr.org/pub/data/Eukaryotic_Projects/o_sativa/annota-

tion_dbs/) and combined with a set of sequences available

through RiceGAAS (ftp://ftp.dna.affrc.go.jp/pub/Rice-

GAAS/current/). Redundant rice sequences were identified

by BlastP and removed, as were sequences lacking an

initiator methionine. The final set contained 64,582 rice

proteins.

Amino acid sequences encoded in the genomes of Nostoc

sp. PCC 7120, Synecchocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Thermo-

synecchocystis elongatus BP-1 were downloaded from

NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/

eub_g.html), combined, and used as a cyanobacterial pro-

tein pool of 11,771 proteins.

For the test set of proteins with known subcellular

localization, 4500 proteins whose subcellular locations are

known, based either on ‘direct assay’ or ‘traceable author

statement’, were extracted from various publications, from

the Arabidopsis Mitochondrial Protein Database (http://

www.mitoz.bcs.uwa.edu.au/apmdb/APMDB_Database.php)

or from the GeneOntologyk Consortium database (http://
www.geneontology.org/) (see http://www.mpiz-koeln.mpg.

de/~leister/chloroplast_2.html). The composition of the test

set was designed to reflect the actual protein composition

of an angiosperm cell, and consisted of 10% with a cTP,

9% with an mTP, and 81% with neither of the two. Thus,

450 of the proteins in this set are targeted to the

chloroplast, another 402 to the plant mitochondrion and

the remaining 3648 proteins were randomly chosen from a

set of about 9000 proteins (GeneOntologyk Consortium

database) targeted to neither of these organelles.

2.2. Identification of cTPs and evaluation of the accuracy of

predictors

The sets of protein sequences encoded in the nuclear

genomes of Arabidopsis and rice were analyzed using

each of the four predictors iPSORT (Bannai et al.,

2002), TargetP (Emanuelsson et al., 2000), PCLR

(Schein et al., 2001) and Predotar (http://www.inra.fr/

predotar/). Sensitivity and specificity of cTP predictions

were examined by using the 4500 protein test set

described above. The sensitivity value (sens), which

refers to the probability/frequency with which any real

targeting signal is identified, is defined as: sens=(tp)/

(tp + fn); with tp being the number of true positive

predictions, and fn the number of false negative predic-

tions. The specificity value (spec) indicates how many of

the predicted targeting signals are real, and was calcu-

lated as: spec=(tp)/(tp + fp), with fp being the number of

false positive predictions.

The Matthews correlation coefficient (Matthews, 1975)

(MCC) was used to compare the accuracy of different

predictors and their combinations, and was calculated as:

MCC¼ðtp� tn� fp� fnÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðtpþ fnÞðtpþ fpÞðtnþ fpÞðtnþ fnÞ

p
;

with tp/fp being true/false positives and tn/fn being true/

false negatives, respectively. The MCC can range from 0

(random assignment) to 1 (perfect prediction).

2.3. Genome-wide extrapolation of the number of cyano-

bacterial proteins
Among the 9368 Arabidopsis proteins sufficiently con-

served for primary sequence comparisons, Martin et al.

(2002) identified 1700 proteins that are very probably

derived from cyanobacteria. To extrapolate the number of

cyanobacterial proteins to the total Arabidopsis proteome

encoded by the 26,445 nuclear genes, we used the factor

2.82 (26,445/9368). Therefore, to calculate the actual

number of cTP-bearing proteins shared by Arabidopsis

and rice that are of cyanobacterial origin, the number

found among those of cyanobacterial origin identified by

Martin et al. (2002)—230—was multiplied by 2.82, and

we arrive at an estimated total of 649 actual cTP-bearing

proteins of cyanobacterial origin. The same type of calcu-

lation was used to extrapolate the total number of 1105

Arabidopsis cTP proteins of cyanobacterial origin.
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Fig. 1. Prediction accuracy of the four predictor combinations. The left y-

axis refers to the values for sensitivity and specificity of predictor

combinations, whereas the right y-axis indicates the values for the

Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC).
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2.4. Blast analyses and functional classification of proteins

All Blast analyses, including the comparison of all

Arabidopsis protein sequences with all rice sequences, as

well as of all Arabidopsis and rice cTP-protein sequences

predicted by the ‘3 out of 4’ combination with all cyano-

bacterial protein sequences, were performed using the

BlastP algorithm (Altschul et al., 1997) with a cut-off e-

value of 10� e� 10.

Proteins were functionally classified according to the

categories of the Munich Information Center for Protein

Sequences (MIPS): http://www.mips.gsf.de/proj/thal/db/

tables/tables_func_frame.html.

2.5. Supplementary information

Additional information, including lists of the accession

numbers of the 4500 test proteins, of the cTP-bearing

proteins predicted for Arabidopsis and rice by the ‘3 of 4’

predictor combination, and of the 230 conserved cyano-

bacterium-derived proteins, is available at http://www.

mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/~leister/chloroplast_2.html.
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3. Results

3.1. Accuracy of cTP predictors and of their combinations

The specificity and sensitivity of the four cTP predictors

iPSORT (Bannai et al., 2002), TargetP (Emanuelsson et al.,

2000), PCLR (Schein et al., 2001) and Predotar (http://

www.inra.fr/predotar/) have been determined based on a test

set of 4500 proteins whose subcellular localization has been

experimentally determined (see http://www.mpiz-koeln.

mpg.de/~leister/chloroplast_2.html). The sensitivity of cTP

prediction by the four algorithms ranged from 0.57

(iPSORT/Predotar) to 0.72 (PCLR/TargetP), while their

specificity was between 0.31 (PCLR) and 0.45 (TargetP)

(Table 1).

Since the accuracy of cTP predictors determined here is

substantially lower than originally reported (Emanuelsson et

al., 2000; Schein et al., 2001; Bannai et al., 2002; http://
Table 1

Accuracy of cTP predictors in the 4500-protein test set

Predictor Sensitivity Specificity MCC

iPSORT 0.57 (0.68) 0.37 (0.71) 0.39 (0.64)

PCLR 0.72 (0.83) 0.31 (0.30) 0.40

Predotar 0.57 (0.82) 0.36 (0.77) 0.38

TargetP 0.72 (0.85) 0.45 (0.69) 0.51 (0.72)

Values in parentheses are from the literature: Bannai et al. (2002) iPSORT;

Schein et al. (2001) PCLR; Emanuelsson and von Heijne (2001) Predotar;

Emanuelsson et al. (2000) TargetP.

MCC, Matthews correlation coefficient (Matthews, 1975). The sensitivity

value refers to the probability/frequency with which any real targeting

signal is identified, while the specificity value indicates how many of the

predicted targeting signals are real.
www.inra.fr/predotar/), combinations of the four programs

were employed to increase either sensitivity and/or speci-

ficity of cTP identification. Four combinations were tried, in

which a sequence was considered to be a cTP when

predicted by at least one (‘1 of 4’), two (‘2 of 4’), three

(‘3 of 4’) or all four (‘4 of 4’) of the predictors (Fig. 1). The

specificity of combinatorial cTP prediction increased with

the number of predictors used. As expected, this gain in

specificity occurs at the expense of sensitivity. However, the

‘3 of 4’ combination exhibited a markedly improved pre-

diction accuracy: its specificity (0.64) was increased by 42%

compared to the most specific of the four individual

predictors (TargetP), while its sensitivity (0.64) was de-

creased by only 11% compared to the most sensitive

prediction programs (TargetP and PCLR). This increase in

accuracy was also reflected by the Matthews correlation

coefficient (MCC), a measure of the overall prediction

accuracy, which reached its maximum value of 0.60 for

the ‘3 of 4’ combination (Fig. 1). Therefore, the ‘3 of 4’

approach was superior to all other predictor combinations

and to any single prediction program, and was used in all

further analyses.
Table 2

Number of predicted chloroplast proteins

Species ORFs in the

nuclear genome

cTPs identified by at

least 3 of the 4 predictors

A. thaliana 26,445 2090 (7.9%)

O. sativa 64,582 4853 (7.5%)

Full lists of these proteins are available at http://www.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/

~leister/chloroplast_2.html.

Values in parentheses are percentages with respect to the total number of

nuclear ORFs. Actual numbers of proteins with a cTP were identical to the

number of predicted ones when calculated according to Leister (2003):

cTPactual ¼
speccTP
senscTP

� cTPpred ¼
0:64

0:64
� cTPpred
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Table 3

Evolution of chloroplast proteomes

Species Number of proteins predicted or experimentally shown to be

chloroplast-located

Total With a

cyanobacterial

homologue

Shared with the

chloroplast

proteome of the

other species

Shared with the

total proteome of

the other species

A. thaliana 2261 880 (38.9%) 857 (37.9%) 1989 (88.0%)

O. sativa 4853 817 (16.8%) 1020 (21.0%) 2682 (55.3%)

Column 2 considers the chloroplast proteins experimentally confirmed (the

4,500-protein test set) and column 3 of Table 2.

To identify cyanobacterial homologues of chloroplast proteins, amino acid

sequences were Blasted against a pool of protein sequences from three

cyanobacteria with fully sequenced genomes (Nostoc sp. PCC 7120,

Synecchocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Thermosynecchococcus elongatus BP-1).
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3.2. Composition, origin and functions of chloroplast

proteomes in Arabidopsis and rice

Based on the ‘3 of 4’ approach, 2090 (7.9%) and 4853

(7.5%) nuclear genes in A. thaliana and O. sativa, respec-

tively, are predicted to code for proteins that have a cTP

(Table 2) (see http://www.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/~leister/chlor-

oplast_2.html). To correct for false-positive and false-neg-

ative predictions, actual numbers of proteins containing a
Fig. 2. Distribution of several sets of chloroplast proteins of A. thaliana in differ

Arabidopsis proteins (‘allAt’) is shown on the left. ‘cpAt’ refers to the set of 2261 A

857 Arabidopsis proteins of ‘cpAt’ which possess a rice homolog with a cTP; ‘cyan

by Martin et al. (2002); ‘cpAt-cyano indicates the 392 proteins of ‘cyanoAt’ that have

shown by Martin et al. (2002) to be derived from cyanobacteria.
cTP were extrapolated as described previously (Leister,

2003), based on the sensitivity and specificity of the ‘3 of

4’ approach. Because the values for specificity and sensi-

tivity were identical for the ‘3 of 4’ approach, actual and

predicted numbers were the same (Table 2).

Owing to the origin of the organelle, a fraction of the

nuclear genes that contribute to the chloroplast proteome

derives from the prokaryotic ancestor. To quantify this

cyanobacterial fraction, all Arabidopsis and rice protein

sequences with a predicted or known cTP were compared

by BlastP to a pool of cyanobacterial sequences derived

from the fully sequenced genomes of Nostoc sp. PCC 7120,

Synecchocystis sp. PCC 6803 and T. elongatus BP-1.

Among the predicted or known nucleus-encoded chloroplast

proteins from Arabidopsis and rice, a set of 880 (38.9%) and

817 (16.8%) sequences, respectively, have cyanobacterial

homologues (Table 3). Comparative analysis by BlastP

showed that 434, or 49%, of the predicted chloroplast

proteins of Arabidopsis that have a cyanobacterial counter-

part also possess a homologue with a predicted cTP in rice.

A more accurate means of identifying Arabidopsis pro-

teins that originated from the cyanobacterial endosymbiont

has been provided by Martin et al. (2002). These authors

identified 1700 Arabidopsis proteins, which either had

homologues only in cyanobacteria or grouped with cyano-
ent functional categories. As a comparison, the proportion of all predicted

rabidopsis proteins with a predicted or actual cTP; ‘cpAt-Os’ indicates those

oAt’ refers to the set of cyanobacteria-derived Arabidopsis proteins identified

a cTP; and ‘cpAt-Os-cyano’ includes the 230 proteins of ‘cpAt-Os’ which were
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bacterial proteins in phylogenetic trees. Among these 1700

cyanobacterium-derived Arabidopsis proteins, 392 polypep-

tides have an actual or predicted cTP. Interestingly, 230 (or

59%) of these also have a rice homologue bearing a cTP.

This indicates that a core set of at least 230 chloroplast

proteins can be traced back to the cyanobacterial endosym-

biont and have persisted in the chloroplasts of Arabidopsis

and rice (for a list see http://www.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/

~leister/chloroplast_2.html). The functions of these 230

evolutionarily ‘ancient’ proteins are mostly related to

metabolism, energy and protein fate; 37% are still unclas-

sified (Fig. 2). Strikingly, within this set, proteins with

functions in energy, metabolism and protein synthesis are

overrepresented compared to the entire Arabidopsis pro-

teome, while proteins involved in transcription or signal

transduction are less frequent.

Taking into account the fact that Martin et al. (2002)

could directly identify less than half of the proteins of

cyanobacterial origin, one can extrapolate (see Materials

and methods) that around 650 proteins of cyanobacterial

origin are likely to be targeted to the chloroplasts of the two

flowering plant species. For Arabidopsis, the number of 392

proteins identified to be of cyanobacterial origin (see above)

allows to extrapolate that 1105, or about half, of the 2261

proteins predicted or found to be targeted to the chloroplast

by a cTP derive from the endosymbiont.

3.3. Diversification of chloroplast proteomes

When the composition of the chloroplast proteomes of

rice and Arabidopsis was compared by BlastP analysis, the

relative size of the species-specific fraction was found to

be 62% in Arabidopsis and 79% in rice (Table 3, column

4), indicating that the degree of chloroplast specialization

differs between the two species. As expected, non-chloro-

plast homologues of species-specific chloroplast proteins

were found by interspecific BlastP analysis (Table 3,

difference between values in columns 4 and 5). These

proteins represent a substantial fraction of the chloroplast

proteome of the two species, indicating that chloroplast

proteome diversity is generated by both gene evolution

leading to novel proteins located in the chloroplast, and by

relocation of conserved gene products due to altered

targeting.
4. Discussion

In this study, the accuracy of cTP predictors has been

tested and was found to be far lower than originally

reported. This suggests that the protein sets employed for

the original training and/or testing of the algorithms were

suboptimal. Similar observations have been made for the

prediction of mTPs (Richly et al., 2003), for which predic-

tion algorithms still perform quite poorly. This flaw in the

prediction of mitochondrial and chloroplast protein targeting
is most likely to be due to the size of the protein samples

used for testing and training, and to ambiguities and errors

in the actual targeting of some of the proteins considered-

particularly those whose subcellular targets had not been

experimentally confirmed, but were extrapolated based on

the known targets of their orthologues.

Prediction of subcellular targeting can take advantage of

combining different algorithms (e.g. Richly et al., 2003) or

sets of rules (Foth et al., 2003). As shown here, by

combining different predictors, the reliability of predictions

of chloroplast protein targeting can be improved substan-

tially. The ‘3 of 4’ combination of predictors was found to

be superior to any other combination or any of the four

original predictors alone. In the genome of Arabidopsis

only f 2100 cTP-bearing proteins were identified by the

‘3 of 4’ approach; a similar combination predicts f 1400

mTP proteins for the same organism (data not shown).

These estimates are dramatically lower than those provided

previously (Abdallah et al., 2000; Emanuelsson et al., 2000;

Peltier et al., 2002; Leister, 2003), and provide a new view

of the patterns of subcellular protein sorting in the model

plant A. thaliana, while demonstrating the importance of

using only experimentally validated protein test sets to

determine the accuracy of in silico studies. Prediction

algorithms for protein targeting will improve considerably

when new proteins whose subcellular location is known,

such as those in our test set comprising 4500 proteins, are

routinely incorporated into the training sets for predictors of

subcellular targeting. Proteins predicted to be targeted to the

chloroplast on the basis of improved algorithms can then be

tested by proteomics and/or other high-throughput

approaches (e.g. Escobar et al., 2003) for their actual

location, giving rise to a re-iterative process of prediction,

testing, and improvement of the prediction algorithm.

The analysis presented here indicates that the number of

genes that encode the chloroplast proteome differs markedly

between the monocot species rice and the dicot Arabidopsis;

in other words, the size of the chloroplast proteome is

surprisingly variable over evolutionary time. In some cases,

the difference noted in chloroplast proteomes might be due

to interspecific variation in the number of specific isoforms

of some chloroplast proteins (e.g. Osteryoung and McAn-

drew, 2001; Hedtke et al., 2002), and/or due the presence of

closely related genes derived from recent segmental dupli-

cations which code for the same protein. However, the

existence of a large fraction of species-specific chloroplast

proteins in rice and Arabidopsis strongly suggests that the

evolution of flowering plants has been accompanied by

diversification of chloroplast proteins, which implies spe-

cies-related differences in organelle function. An analysis of

the mitochondrial proteomes of 10 different eukaryotes

(Richly et al., 2003) supports a similar interpretation of

organellar evolution.

In all, 857, or 38%, of the predicted or actual nucleus-

encoded chloroplast proteins from Arabidopsis have counter-

parts in the predicted rice chloroplast proteome, indicating
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that a core set of conserved proteins exists in the chloroplasts

of flowering plants. Based on extrapolation, we estimate that

around 650, or about three-quarters, of these conserved

proteins trace back to the cyanobacterial endosymbiont. This

supports the conclusion that the specific chloroplast functions

conferred by this set of proteins—preferentially related to

metabolism, energy and protein fate—are common to several

flowering plants. For Arabidopsis, about half of the cTP

proteins are predicted to derive from the endosymbiont. This

is substantially more than previously extrapolated based on

the TargetP algorithm (Leister, 2003), and demonstrates again

the necessity of a thorough evaluation of the reliability of

computational predictions of subcellular targeting.

Taken together, our data provide an example of how

improved cTP prediction, in combination with comparative

genome analysis, can contribute to defining the composition

and evolution of the proteome of chloroplasts. Of course,

this type of analysis will develop its full potential only when

the genome sequences of additional plant species become

available.
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